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Successful response to fast-moving, life-critical situations - military combat, fires, disaster 
relief - usually depends on robust positioning capabilities and effective communications 
to provide commanders with comprehensive awareness of dynamic situations. Moreover, 
the systems providing this situation awareness need to be integrated and compatible with 
urban operations, and suitably automated. This article describes design of portable handheld 
equipment integrating GPS and other location technologies with "self-aware" radio networks 
that can automatically identify and locate all the members of a unit involved i n  such missions. 

PAUL MBB~ 
CANADIAN FORCES EXPERIMENTATION 
CENTRE (CFEC) - O l l A W A  
DALE ARDEN 
DALE ARDEN CONSULTING (DAC) AT 
DEFENCE R6D CANADA (DRDC)-OTTAWA 
11 LI AND YlN6 GE 
COMMUNICATIONS RESEARCH CENTRE 
CANADA (CRC)- O l l A W A  

ituational awareness usually 
underlies successful execution 
of team efforts in life-criti- 
cal situations - whether they 

involve military operations, police and 
other first responder activities, or indeed 
many urgent situations in which the 
location and coordination of personnel 
and assets plays an important role. 

Establishing and maintaining such 
awareness depends on reliable access to 
robust positioning and communications 
capabilities. Geolocation and informa- 
tion sharing, however, often prove prob- 
lematic for key players involved in criti- 
cal operations in dynamic environments 
in which GPS and communications are 
denied or interrupted. 

Accordingly, military and public 
safety organizations can benefit from 
the emergence of low-cost, low-power 
GPS, geographic information systems 
(GIs), inertial navigation systems (INS) 
and smart radio equipment driven by a 
worldwide market for sharing commer- 
cial information on the move - fleet and 
cargo tracking, location-based services 
(e-commerce), just-in-time logistics, and 
so forth. Systems that integrate these 
technologies to provide information 
with appropriate time and positional 
relevance enable users to take decisions 
on the fly. 

Such equipment, however, must 
lower - not raise - the workload on 
users, allowing them to focus their 
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attention on the evolving situation. more effective transformation of the 
%at is, wherever possible it needs to be available data into knowledge. 
automated, provide appropriately fil- This is good news for decision-mak- 
tered and focused information, and be ers and coordinators. When geospatial 
easy to operate. One concept that can information is combined with precise 
help achieve this is the networking of knowledge of the positions of trans- 
"self-aware nodes" to develop a com- ceiving equipment, a dynamic picture of i 
mon view among participating entities moving assets may easily be drawn. This 
or agents. representation of the dynamic siWm 

This concept supports a real-time, improves the ability of decision-makers 
operational evolution of common intent and coordinators to assess situations 
with room for adaptation and self-orga- promptly and to develop appropriate 
nization. It also provides the essential courses of actions - a must far success- 
landmarks for the synchronization, if ful operations. 
not self-synchronization, of actions and This article will discuss the notional - 
tasks of a mission to reduce the risk of use of handheld, vehicle-mounted and 
collateral effects and fratricide. For base-station computer/transceiver 
emergency operations, this means an equipment incorporating GPS, INS, 
increase in timeliness and effectiveness GIs, and possibly including intel- 
that would translate directly into saved ligence, logistic, and other data. The 
lives. awareness of who, what, when, haw, 

Such integration relies on robust and why combined with the where - 
sources of information such as inertial now and before, that is, the time his- 
measures, maps, and dynamic com- tory - leads to a better understanding 
munications network topology. The of what is next and which courses of 
geolocation and the adaptive network actions should be taken. 
domains inform each other, in order to 
increase their respective performance in Equipmant, Know Thpt f  
terms of speed, accuracy, knowledge and In 1999, Joe Mitola I11 and G.Q. Map-  
shared awareness. ire Jr coined and defined the concept of 

In this concept, the proposed equip- a "cognitive radio." (See the articles by 
ment is self-aware because it uses, these authors cited in the "Additional 
exploits and memorizes information Resources" section near the end of this 
from diverse dependent and independent article.] The same year Paul Labbd of 
measures and sources, e.g., own position, Defence Research and Development 
radio spectrumavailability, user authen- Canada (DRDC) defined a similar 
tication and role in a specific network. concept: the self-aware equipmenrand 
Then the networked system informs all self-aware radio. (See the 1999 article 
participating agents and builds a distrib- by Labbd cited in Additional Resourc- 
uted database that increases individual es.) Combining these concepts offers 
self-awareness and makes shared-aware- the possibility to exploit dynamically 
ness a robust reality. the available radio spectrum in order 

In contrast, analyses of joint opera- to maintain proper connectivity, for 
tions (those among agencies of a country) example, in addition to multi-hop rout- 
and coalition operations (those among ing, using suitable spectrum chunks 
countries) have shown that, although when signals are blocked by obstruc- 
data are often available somewhere tions or jammed. Another example: 
within the systems at play, the critical INS cannot be jammed but GPS, satel- 
data are not necessarily shared appro- lite, and radio networks can, although 

F 
priately and are often not transformed some networks offer better protections WWW.;r~lacsrrr.wr FI/ 

into end-users' knowledge. Exploiting than others. 
the synergy among self-aware radios; In the following discussion, we will 
geographic information and navigation focus on the inertial integration aspect 
systems, and command and control and the adaptive networking techniques 
functions offers participating agents a for mobile units. Issues related to map 

I wnar nexr'r 
t 



dards, um, raaio coverage, technol- 
ogy in operational contexts such as C2 
and middleware for interoperability are 

-. not covered. 
h .  

trtagntad Navl#atlon. The well- 
understood limitations of GPS naviga- 
tion and positioning in an urban envi- 
ronment can be mitigated through the 
addition of external information. In this 
section, we will outline methods that can 

be used to produce a flexible, statistically 
optimal, improved geolocation capabil- 
ity by combining GPS information with 
that from a microelectromechanical sys- 
tem (MEMS) inertial measurement unit 
(IMU), a radio transceiver, plus other 
sensor and non-sensor information. 

The approach taken is that of the 
tried-and-true Kalman filter. IMU nav- 
igation data derived from integrated 

- - - - - - - - - - - pp - - - = - - 

IMU ~ ~ n c i p a i  = 
- - 
- - - - - - - - - - - - -  - - - - - 

~raditional 1 & ~ ' & l a r g ~ e x p @ i ~ & w e & ~  dew7ces cokpri&d of 
triads of accelerometers and A pe'rsonatnavigator, such aswe aredeGb- 1 

illg, must be shall, light, andpodd! &!i6Gt! 
- 

In recent years, great advances in MEMS have led to the devdopmept of Wiature 
accelerometers and gyros. These ch^f1~si&~sensors can be mass-~dd?eda&lati@ly 
low cost. and meet the personal navigator size/weight/powergquigmeng. ME@S 
IMUs are nowabeingzrsed in applidatibns: ranging from ~ o m p u t e t ~ e l  c5htrokrs 
to-others that &re more life-critical, such as automotive safetyystems, military and 
commercial u-manned vehicle~~and &n-launcheijmu~tion~~ 1 31 ~ d :  C 
- Unfortun%tely, the small size of the MEMS sensors ComeGt a csst th& &it 

errors that arGorde5 of aagnitirde lat?ger,@an cBven&nal jfnertia~sensars. Tbse 
ears @e~ent%~cial_ problems when using a & ~ E ~ & I M U ~  bu&l an INS or an inertial 
extension O~GRS fofgeolcfcationxs deussea late& 1 UF I ,  I,+&, 1 u n  IG 

An INS is B deadireckoning sfrstemi that is, its @xitioc vel@ty, a d  attbde @ed 
tabe inpiw, Initial position iZobt&edfi@n anbd+n-d,,a CB xec&er 
or terrain feature for example. &ally INS hiti-tion takaplace while the urGt is ~ - - =  

stationaqllwhen theveloci%vector can be to W. , ,,a,,, , , I  , , ,q,~~,, ,~,,1111~~11~,,11,, 
Attitude hitialisation-(also Imo- as al@unegt) is igwo-sj3=p pryxss p foll~ws. ~ 

IZ the &st st@, the rienQfion _of *Fzvp f&tiVe,to t 
t@e acceleronGeters:%hen3he oGputs of de%o&ntal I 

tem, the earth rotation rate can be used to @enti@ east- wkre the componeg of 1 
Earth's fati! is zero. Currerit .kt!dtkJ#-bk-aft MEMS gyms hwe 6iaw fhat'&Rlioi@ly 1 
equal to the earth rotationrate. Because earth rate-Emnd be r&ably&~se& exteexteml 
information for heading (such dsa digital~compass) is required for &&m&td 

As long as the INS is stationary, the alignment can be maintained. On& the unit 
starts moving, however, it is no longerpossible to separate tl'gravitp(~nd'&#rt!h 
rate sigaals) @ied - fqr - al@pm&&om-the - - - accelerations - (and rotations) arising from - 

lllYllln Y I I I I I I  I ,  " , I  V f " ~ " " " "  !' ", " l,n , "u l18  
I c i a  u 

and alignment ermrsause-navigation errors to grow with time. The rate of 
~~ct ion,o£qnmr qualltJop~d alignment a c c u r a q + r ~ i J , ~ i . o n l i s ~  

to a t r o l  @e errior pi&th. & indicated g!reviously, the proposed integrated 
~navigatofiu~aKafmanfilter,G+plishthis. -- ,m I annu y , @ i r r r ~ i t * i i %  \ I  ,,i~$$ I I I V ~ I ~ I I ~  ,,I 1 6  

high-rate rotation and velocity rate data 
acts as the dead-reckoning basis of the 
Kalman filter formulation. Information 
from the GPS receiver, radio, and other 
sources are used to update the filter, 
reducing or Slowing the growth of IMU 
errors. 

The sidebar, "IMU Concepts," 
provides a brief, general summary of 
inertial navigation operation and chal- 
lenges. Another sidebar, "Kalman Filter 
Concepts," describes the steps in filter 
processing. 

F i b  M m m m r t s .  The proposed 
sensor suite includes the MEMS IMU, 
GPS, Long RAnge Navigation-C 
(LORAN-C), radio-network positioning, 
a digital compass, and a baro-altimeter. 

Measurements that do not rely on 
aiding sensors can also be very valu- 
able, especially after aiding sensor mea- 
surements have been lost. A commonly 
used measurement that can be signalled 
by analysis of IMU data or by the opera- 
tor is the zero velocity update (ZUPT). 
The concept is simple: when the IMU is 
stationary, we know its velocity (zero) 
and can use this information to update 
the filter. 

ZUPTs can be processed continually 
as long as the IMU is stationary. There 
are two possible ZUPT scenarios that 
can be implemented in the personal 
navigator: 
1) They may be scheduled, requiring the 

operator to hold the IMU stationary 
for a short length of time. Unsched- 
uled ZUPTs can be automatically 
detected and executed. 

2) If the IMU can be boot-mounted, 
very short ZUPTs can be processed 
at every step, as the boot strikes the 
ground. 1, Sensor 1 Measurements. 

j D  positions 
, 3D velocities 'I 



The measure- 
ments listed in ' 
1 provide a rich 
source of informa- 
tion for updating a 
Kalman filter and 
extending the accu- 
racy of the IMU, 
providing pervasive 
geolocation and 
attitude under most 
foreseeable scenar- 
ios. 

The proposed 
system has a very 
graceful degrada- - 
tion profile. In a 
typical scenario, where the user enters should be avail- 
an urban canyon (where signal reflec- able at all times. I 

tions, multipath, and blockage must be Mobile ad hoc net- 
taken into consideration) then proceed work technology 
indoors, degradation may occur as fol- (MANET), being 

local and adaptive, lows: I 

1) Outside the urban canyon, all mea- and L 0 R A N - C , , 600 

surements - GPS position and being high power, $ 
velocity, radio-network position, should be available 
compass heading, altimeter height, most of the time 
and ZUPTs - will be available. except where intense 

2) Upon entering the urban canyon, interferences occur. 
GPS positions (and to a lesser extent I 

velocities) will be affected by signal Vehicular I 

blockage and multipath, the compass lbials 
I 

could be affected as well. GPS veloci- For the reported 
ty is generally derived from the Dop- vehicular trials, a 
pler frequencies of the carrier signals, minivan was outfit- 
which are less affected by multipath ted with a MEMS 
than the code-based pseudoranges. IMU, a handheld 
In addition, carrier-based measure- GPS receiver, and a digital compass. Of particular interest are the follow- 
ments are significantly more robust Several trials were conducted by driving ing observations: 
in indoor environments. the minivan through downtown Ottawa, The run with GPS positions, veloci- 

3) Upon entering a building, GPS Canada. Figure 1 shows the layout ofthe ties and course, compass heading, 
positions will be further affected van test equipment and an example of and ZUPTs (the yellow track) is 
by blockage and multipath and will the urban environment. Data were pro- much smoother than the positions- 
soon be lost. 'Ihe compass would be cessed post-trials, using a number of only run and the excursions are 
affected. filter configurations. much smaller. 

4) Further inside the building, GPS Figure 2 shows a one-kilometer- The run with GPS position measure- 
velocities and positions will even- square region that includes the selected ments only (red track) shows the 
tually be lost. Compass accuracy urban canyon where the effects of signal largest excursions - up to almost 
may be affected by local magnetic blockage and multipath are most pro- 200 meters at one point. 
anomalies due to building materials nounced. This figure shows a reference The run with GPS velocity (and 
and electrical equipment. A compass track (whose most easterly leg appears course) measurements only (blue 
calibration at a location of interest to have a 30-40-meter offset), and three track) performs surprisingly well: it 
may improve heading performance tracks from different Kalman filter mea- is still smoother and sometimes has 
(to be investigated). surement subsets. A high-precision ref- smaller excursions than the all-mea- 
ZUPTs and altimeter height updates erence system was not on board. surement run. 

FIGURE 1 Van IMU-GPS testsetup and Ottawa urban canyon I 
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These results provide some insight 
into the potential performance that a 
personal navigator or geolocator could 
achieve in a similar environment. We 
are seeking to obtain results for a per- 
sonal handheld integrating pervasive 
geolocation, communications, and com- 
mand & control functions as required 
for shared situation awareness in urban 
operatinns. 

Aecuraql Predictions 
In a benign environment, we would 
expect the position accuracy of the Kal- 
man filter to closely track the positions 
provided by the most accurate aiding 
sensor. The absolute accuracy of stand- 
alone GPS under ideal conditions is on 
the order of three meters. Differential 
techniques can significantly reduce cer- 
tain systematic errors, but are ineffective 

against user receiver-specific errors due 
to poor satellite geometry, multipath, 
and so forth. 

In an urban canyon or mnoors, sig- 
nal blockage typically results in poor 
satellite geometry, particularly in the 
cross-track direction (perpendicular 
to the canyon). Standard measures of 
satellite geometrical strength (dilutions 
of precision, or DOPs) are proportional 
to expected position errors. Multipath 
effects further degrade position accu- 
racy. 

The large errors in the "Pos. meas. 
only" (red) plot in Figure 2 are represen- 
tative of the GPS position errors in an 
urban canyon. Combining IMU data in 
a Kalman filter with GPS position, veloc- 
ity, and course as well as compass head- 
ing measurements, (e.g., the yellow, "All 
meas." plot in Figure 2), significantly 

reduces position errors. However, errors 
still exceed the requirements of indoor 
navigation. 

This is where the positions provided 
by the radio network are critical. Mea- 
sures from a local radio-network can be 
relatively precise as long as the anchor- 
ing references have sufficient positional 
accuracy to satisfy the target applica- 
tions. (For further discussion, see the 
article by A. Sawides et a1 in Additional 
Resources.) Consequently, such mea- 
sures would allow users to maintain 
position accuracy at levels adequate for 
most indoor navigation applications. 

The tests described in the article by 
G. Lachapelle et a1 looked at GPS perfor- 
mance when signals were attenuated and 
reflected by a variety of building materi- 
als. It confirms the challenges of using 
GPS pseudoranges in an indoor envi- 

A Kalman filter is a two-stage process used to address a large 
number of system conual problems. It has been the dominant 
method for integrated imig&on for sePietal decades. Conven- 
tionally, a Kalman-filter is f m d a t e d  in &&-space notation. 
Seethe pubhationby A. G;elb;lisaedlatb~dditiond Resources 
section far a tho~ough t - E & ~  of K a b n  filter theory and 
methods. The report by Dale Arden a h  cited in Additional 
Resources describes a specific a p p d  to navigation Kalman 
filter problem. 

Following the development from t h e e  references, the 
dynamics of an IMU are assumed to be linear and modelled by 
a &st-order differential equation: 

where jp(t) is the syste~n state vector and it(t) is a random forc- 
ing function. F(t) is a model matrix often called the dynamics 
matrix. The discrete form is 

a+, = ok;, +l;,,.iggig@, Q ~ )  (:; 
The notation - N@ Cxmeans that all elements of the p..- 
ceding vector have; ~ 6 m a l  distribution with zero meanand 
a covariance matrix C, i,e., Q is the covariance matrix fox it. 
Given a starting estimate of the state vector and knowledge Of its 
change in time (mechanised through the transition matrix, @J, 
this recursive equation is used to propagate the states forwardin 
time. This is the first stage of the Kalman filter process. 

The second stage involves the we of external information to 
provide estimates ofthe states;True measurements are assumed 
to be a linear combination of xk plus noise: 

+ + + -+  
Zk = Hkxk + Vk,Vk --N($, 8,) (: 

I In equation (3), i! ip the measurement vectox, His the measure- 
ment matrix ( d & y  the linear relationship between the states 
and meamements), v is thefoise on the measurement. Agah R 
is the covariance matrix of v . Actual measurements are formed 

by comparing INS data withexternal information (for exarnpl,, 
GPS latitude minus IMU latitude). Based on the actual measure- - 
ments the Kalman filter is computed by the following I - - -  equation, .il:bn 

%(+)= K, ~@w~l !b>!i ~ , I 11 ll Ilil. 
where the Kalman gain ma&~,z~tirnall$ weighs the measurc 
ments versus the linear transfbrktion ofthe states. 

The accompanying equations for the state covariance matt. 
are 

'k+~ (-)= @k 4 Qk f C\ 

for the propagation phase and 

fix the update phase. The signs inside the brackets indicate timc 
immediately before (-) and after (+) a measurement update. 

In an IMU-based Kalrnan filtering problem, errors in IM 
position, velocity, and attitude are modelled as system state 
IMU sensor errors (e.g., biases) are modelled as time-correla 
ed "augmented* states. Errors states for other sensors may t 
added to the system states or more commonly to the augmentr 
states. 

Inspection of the covariance equations illustrates - 

important features: in steady state, the expected state errors 3 
increase over every propagation interval and decrease when +3 
measurement is i s f u l l y  processed. Reduction in sensor 
errors is  often called sensor calibration. Reduction in the s iaE 
of IMU sensor errors acts to slow the rate of navigation errr" 
growth during the propagation phase. 

Aiding sensors, such as a bard-altimeter, should be calibra 
ed. When GPS height is available, it provides #I absolute height 
basis that can be used to calibrate the altimeter in order for t h e  
calibrated ahhekr  to provide more accurate heights after 10s- 
of GPS signals. 
I, P'" r.-' ,.-- l , 7 .  . .- . - ' C 



ronment and the potential usefulness of 
GPS velocity measurements, particularly 
when combined with inertial measure- 
ments. The results presented in Figure 2 
suggest that a personal navigator inside 
a building will be able to navigate suc- 
cessfully with GPS velocities after GPS 
positions have been lost. We expect GPS 
positions to be lost first (loss of code 

features would likely extend by several 
orders of magnitude the capabilities 
of low-cost IMUs, reducing the error 
growth below the level of that needed 
for most operational requirements. 

Mebile Radio Networking 
In mission-critical operations, a mobile 
radio network maintains communica- 

Highly desirable for establishing .' 
communications among the operational :,! 
personnel, such an intelligent self-form- ki7F 
ing radio network, offers information . , 
that can be exploited for enhanced situ- 
ational awareness. While GPS and INS 
devices provide the individual or "selfn 
location and tracking measurements, the 
mobile radio networking devices estab- 

lock); we expect GPS lish a global view of 
velocities to be avail- Wk QPS INS deViCCs provide tk individual . ?:iyT the dynamic relation- 
able at much lower OF U ~ r  I d 0 n  a d  tlWking ~ ~ ~ e ~ ,  the& .: '-'' ship among all the 
signal levels (phase mobile radio networking d&CC~ m b l h b  
lock). view of the dunamit relationship among all the 

If id position mea- On t h  move, .I*," 

surements are lost, : 

expected filtered position errors will start tions among the parties involved in the re1 
to grow. The rate of growth depends on operation and shares information, thus nce of "others." -,. 

the quality of the remaining dead-reck- providing commanders with opera- Additionally, employing the dis- * 

oning measurements. Excellent results tional context that can significantly tance- or angle-measuring capabilities: .- 

using ZUPTswith a boot-mounted IMU improve effectiveness. Recent advances of high precision radio signals, for exam- . 
have been reported by P. W. Kasameyer in MANET enable the automatic forma- ple, ultra-wideband (UWB) or spread? ,2y 
et al. However, the addition of measure- tion of a network among ad hoc radio spectrum radio signals, the system canie:zi 
ments from a radio network and other nodes in the absence of any fixed net- process and track location information?&.% 

, z.,.p ; 
means such as LORAN-C and terrain working infrastructure. ' .gr of a networked radio node. This data&; 



can be fed as an input to the INS track- 
ing system in order to improve location 
accuracy, especially under poor GPS 
reception, jamming or denial. 

LORAN-C "provides a signal that 
is at least 10,000 times harder to jam 
than GPS" though it offers less resolu- 
tion. Enhanced LORAN (eLoran) can 
improve on this accuracy. 

MANET alone (depending on oper- 
ating frequency and location of jammers) 
could provide a similar gain across an 
operational theater, giving a MANET- 
assisted integrated navigation system 
excellent jamming immunity. Neverthe- 
less, by leveraging the network system, 
the locations of individual nodes net- 
worked neighborhoods including nodes 
in the vicinity, and even a global view 
of locations of all the networked nodes, 
may be developed and shared. 

A mobile ad hoc network technology 
is a dynamic, multi-hop wireless net- 
work established by a group of mobile 
nodes on a shared wireless channel. In 
MANET, each node automatically dis- 
covers its neighborhood and establishes 
network routes with other nodes. Con- 
necting nodes beyond one-hop radio 

reach or rage  is accomplished through 
multiple hops. Consequently, every node 
must also be capable of becoming a relay 
node if required. 

'The High Capacity Tactical Commu- 
nications Network (HCTCN) MANET, 
developed and demonstrated by CRC in 
2006, established advanced networking 
capabilities including network self-for- 
mation, self-healing, hierarchical rout- 
ing, and automatic discovery of the 
presence of nodes and users. (See the 
sidebar, "Network Self-Form and Auto- 
Discovery;" for further discussion of 
these concepts.) 'These capabilities pro- 
vide integrated multimedia communica- 
tions as well as improved node tracking 
and situational awareness over the net- 
work Related efforts in&& the Tactical 
Information Distribution Enhancement 
(TIDE) project, which uses session initi- 
ated protocol (SIP) for voice-over-IP. 

Improved Siuational 
Awareness 
The Hierarchical Optimized Link State 
Routing Prdtocol (HOLSR) and the Ser- 
vice Discovery (SD) capabilities described 
in the sidebar help the network provide 

improved situational awareness to com- 
manders and personnel facing complex 
operations by providing position infor- 
mation of the integrated handheld device 
and associating a user's identity with 
that device as well as propagating other 
tactical information. 'They do this even 
in the most difficult terrain conditions 
in which non-adaptive radio networks 
usually fail to provide reliable services. 

This improved situational awareness 
is especially important in safety-critical 
situations. For example, in HCTCN, a 
group of users may have a continuous 
coordination session where all the users 
communicate by applying a push-to-talk 
fundion on their handheld devices. The 
commander of the group needs to know 
all the nodes (persons) in the current 
network in order to decide who would 
be invited into the group push-to-talk 
session. 'The arrival of a new node or loss 
of an existing node sends a timely alert 
to the commander. This type of node 
tracking is achieved through the cross- 
layer information sharing between the 
routing layer and the SD function. 

We should especially note that, like 
GPS signals, handheld satellite com- 
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the network. The auto-discovery mecha- information can then be taken as one height is 30 meters. Ifwe assume that any 
nism can identify all of the user IDS and of the inputs into the Kalman filter of of the radios can be used as a relay for 
their address mappings in the network the INS to achieve a higher accuracy routing in MANET, then the base station 
across all clusters, though the trafKc vol- by compensating for GPS signal loss or effective antenna height is the same as 
ume control and security measurement other errors. most participants with handheld devices, 
would not permit every node to gather The capability to use the broadband that is, about a meter. 
all the user ID mappings except for the front end of a digital radio to analyze Ifwe assume an effective base station 
specially authorized node. the available spectrum and optimize antenna height of one meter, one will 

b c a t h  SL;#$ql. As mentioned ear- frequency band allocation dynamically obtain a range factor improvement of 
lier, the MANET's communication con- as function of an evolving scenario is approximately four and six in exchange 
nedions can be employed to exchange the not included in our discussion here. It is, for reduction in operating frequencies by 
location information of nodes. For exam- however, a subject for current and future factors of 10 and 20, respectively. More- ' 
ple, in HCTCN, the GPS-INS readings, if research activities at CRC. over, this configuration better penetrates 
available, are exchanged some underground 
toallowthecommander The possibility of combining geolocation (pervasive structures, such as 
to view the location of and persistent tracking of friendly "blue-forces") with metro stations and 
each node marked On GIs has a tremendous impact on the effectiveness of caverns. 

themap.misprovidesa conducting a variety of operations where correctness As a the 
networkedview of glob- and timeliness of information and decisions mean radio range extends 
al location information from five kilometers 
rather a node only saving lives and securing people and assets. to 20 and 30 kilo- 
knowing its own loca- meters, respectively. 
tion such capabiipresents an essential Multiband Radios If the signal is less spread and uses less 
time-critical sharing of situational aware- Digital communications for mobiles bandwidth, however, this approach 
ness, especially in operations where this impose unique challenges on wireless may decrease the network performance 
makes the difference between mission networks. The relative velocity between in terms of low-probability of intercep- 
failure and success, between fratricide communicating nodes at low altitude tion and channel capacity offered at the 
and desired effect. may seriously impair information higher frequencies. 

Furthermore, the high-precision exchange, even at fairly good signal-to- The effective throughput may also be 
radio signals used in the MANET com- noise ratios, due to fast fading and Dop- affected by the fact that a larger coverage 
munications can also be employed to pler effects. area on a single channel would increase 
measure the distances or angles between Radio-frequency (RF) passive and the number of users sharing such chan- 
the nodes. If approximated network dis- active devices and components are neL This can be circumvented bydynarn- 
tan- metrics can be established, t h e b  generally more efficient when operat- ically managing the available spectrum 
tion of the nodes can be computed using ing frequencies are reduced from THz in order to optimize the services provid- 
trilateration, multilateration, or other to MHz (due to ohmic and dielectric ed to the in-theatre participants. 
cooperative localization algorithms. losses, resonant effects, dispersion and 

CRC has developed a coopera- parasitic radiation). Although smaller Technology and Op0Pation~ 
tive algorithm that can compute the components and nanotechnologies tend The possibility of combining geoloca- 
local map and merge local maps into a to alleviate this, the underplaying phe- tion (pervasive and persistent track- 
global map containing bcations of the nomena cannot be changed. ing of friendly "blue-forces") with GIs 
networked nodes. The computed map International and national frequency may have a tremendous impact on the 
depicts the relative positions of the nodes allocations notwithstanding, a similar effectiveness of conducting a variety 
in the network. tendency can be observed in propaga- of operations where correctness and 

To translate the relative position tion phenomena, although urban noise timeliness of information and decisions 
readings into a required coordinate increases as the frequency decreases. mean saving lives and securing people 
system, for example, GPS coordinates, However, the effective coverage at 150 and assets. A self-aware radio informs its 
anchor nodes that know their GPS coor- MHz is superior to that at 1.5 GHc. user about communication quality and 
dinates are required. Given a minimum (For additional details see the article geographical position, while providing 
of three anchor nodes for a 2D space or by P. Labbd 1999 cited in Additional similar information to fixed or mobile 
four anchor nodes in a 3D space, the Resources.) operations centers. 
map wi@h the relative position readings Reducing the mobile operating fre- A unit in the field uses the radio to 
can be translated into an *absoluten map quency by a factor of 10 extends the com- receive task orders and other informa- 
with all the coordinates ahgned with the munication range by a factor of about five tion from an operations center or anoth- 
GPS coordinate readings. This location for a base station whose effective antenna er unit. In return, the unit sends updates 
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order thresholding techniques may 
refer to the physical size of the object 
tracked, its dynamic including maxi- 
mum speed and acceleration, and 
finally the type of accuracy required 
for a task, e.g., define a sphere for the 
acceptable error. The model applied 
by end-user information systems can 
be computed locally in order to pre- 
dict when some thresholds will be 
exceeded (time and location). 
Apply a time threshold that prompts 
action after a given time without an 
update; and 
Implement a dynamic parameter 
threshold that responds to changes 
in distance, altitude, speed, direc- 
tion, or attitude. 
These techniques ensure proper dis- 

semination of available information in a 
manner that makes efficient use of wire- 
less capacity. They are cost-effective with 
respect to channel, bandwidth, and com- 
puter use. Furthermore, they increase 
the timeliness and accuracy of the com- 
mon information shared by mobile units 
and managed by coordinating centers. 

During the exchange of information 
between the units (teams) and the coor- 
dination center, the radios continuously 
provide current position and time. At 
the operations center, a priori informa- 
tion about each team has been recorded: 
departure time, position, and name of 
the individuals in the team, assets used 
(including transceiver codes or URL), 
destination and estimated time of arrival 
at a location. 

This information is also provided to 
the mobile team. If the estimated time 
is exceeded by a given interval, the team 
will report the current situation to the 
coordinator. 

Conclusions and 
Recommendations 
The integration of GPS, INS, radio and 
GIS into handheld, mobile and fix equip- 
ment for dispersed civilian, interagency, 
and military operations can bring about 
a significant improvement in mission 
success. It can also reduce undesired 
effects as the result of an unprecedented 
quality and timeliness of shared-situ- 
ation awareness and an ability to syn- 

chronize efforts to deliver the right, 
but simultaneously timely and precise, 
effects. 

In the extremely dynamic and com- 
plex reality of current and future opera- 
tions, the proposed concepts - aided 
by pervasive and persistent intelligence, 
surveillance, and reconnaissance - rep- 
resent the ultimate system-of-systems 
paradigm. With such systems, humans 
and machines are in better position to 
transform collected data into critical 
knowledge to establish and maintain 
cost-effective paths toward the desired 
end states. 

To achieve the promised gains of 
this technology for effective network 
enabled operations one must realize 
the following: 

ensure robust networking of people 
and assets 
deploy sensors to report on the 
dynamic environment where an 
operation will be conducted (timely, 
pervasively, and accurately tracking 
blue, red, and neutral force elements 
and assets up to a single individual or 
asset, both for blue-force and target 
tracking) 
develop and adopt a shared informa- 
tion management strategy for expos- 
ing and sharing pertinent data to be 
transformed into information and 
critical knowledge 
train staff to contribute in transform- 
ing such data and information into 
the knowledge required to support 
the required decision processes 
share the development of a common 
intent, and ultimately 
exploit the networked people and 
assets to develop courses of actions 
and execute them effectively to meet 
goals, and 
synchronize actions for effects. 
Combining information about the 

networks and the position of equipment 
positions relative to GIS and intelligence 
information in a meaningful operational 
context and its time history would sig- 
nificantly improve a large variety of 
operations. It would be easier to assign 
priority based on time, position and 
operations parameters, because all the 
necessary data and knowledge would be 

available to each network node or mobile 
unit. 

In summary, the integration of this 
suite of communications, positioning, 
and mapping capabilities into hand- 
held (or onboard) computer devices for 
dispersed civilian and military urban 
operations offers unprecedented infor- 
mation-sharing and network-manage- 
ment opportunities. It also enables 
timely shared awareness for all partici- 
pants either at command centers or in 
the theater of action. 
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